I am a resident of Humboldt County and I am very concerned about the Redistricting process warping the unity of common concerns of our coastal counties by including Interior counties into District 2. Perhaps the most important concern uniting the coastal counties of District 2 is sea level rise. Unfortunately, we have only recently begun to acknowledge this threat. We now recognize how impactful it will be to our coastal settlement patterns, our infrastructure - the highways that knit us together - and our economies. We must begin IMMEDIATELY! to work collaboratively on solutions and accommodations to deal with these problems.

The time and expense consumed in working out additional common interests with Interior Counties would only deter us from the work of dealing with our common problems presented by sea level rise. Yes, there are some existing common concerns shared with Interior Counties: the declining timber industry, certain segments of the agricultural industry, water usage etc. These are ongoing, but nothing like the massive changes required by the inexorable threat of sea level rise. Do not burden us with time and money consuming adjustments to counties which do not share the common problems facing District 2's coastal communities.

Thank you for your attention.
Margaret P Dickinson